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"Our presence and our purpose grow increasingly clear to all unbiased and unprejudiced people of your earth, and thousands eagerly await our visible appearance. It would be quite a relief if we could make a simultaneous landing on all portions of your globe -- which I might remark is entirely feasible at this very moment -- and, employing Etheric forces in the use of which we are experts, put an end to the jangle of incongruous and irreconcilable factions now blocking all possibility of united efforts toward peace. Our instructions and our principles prevent our taking such a course.

"A predomiance of resolution by the inhabitants of the earth must precede our entrance on the scene en masse to use our superior powers to augment those possessed by mortals at this time. It is one thing to compound and explode such a hellish thing as your H-bomb, but where is the mortal who has solved the problem of preventing its explosion or of nullifying its deadly effect? No such person exists on your planet!

"One thing I would like to make crystal clear! We Space Men, in whatever capacity we may temporarily serve, are irrevocably pledged by the most solemn oaths to abide by those Universal Laws which alone can preserve life on every level of conscious existence. To accept or condone any variance from these fixed and unchangeable codes governing all honorable behavior would be to forfeit privileges we have earned through ages of unremitting effort.

"At times you may forget that the warfare rages upon the Astral planes simultaneously with the war on the physical plane. The mere fact that many thousands of mortals have been killed does not conclude the matter! They still live! Our problem is to segregate them, not by your earthly categories of race, age, sex, etc., but in accord with their innate purpose and desires. This greatly complicates our task.

"But I say to you in all solemnity, your country will be saved as by a miracle. It will not be a peaceful deliverance; but through the unflagging loyalty of millions who have placed their faith in the Master, the Christ of God, this land will be cleansed of the abominations now infesting it!
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"A long and arduous warfare has been waged against the Powers of Darkness impinging upon earth's inhabitants from invisible citadels where Lucifer has long reigned supreme over his vassals--invisible to mortals--assigning to his followers tasks of fiendish ingenuity to entrap and enveigle human beings into abject slavery to his demands.

"As it rages on the physical plane there are three types of weapons to be employed. First: the actual material armaments necessary for defense. Second: mental agility necessary to recognize delusive propaganda. Third: the spiritual awareness and moral stamina to move steadily forward in defiance of all resistance, to establish and maintain regimes of honest government in every phase of human affairs.

THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF PEACE AND PROSPERITY

"Not without physical discomfort and suffering may the victory be won. Mortals must prove their mettle. Armageddon affords you a glorious opportunity to show yourself worthy to participate in the responsibilities as well as the privileges of the Golden Age.

"Our means of thought communication and visual observation of any person or place on the entire globe is beyond your present comprehension. It makes possible the fulfilling of a promise many times repeated, that all who put their trust in God will be Divinely protected under all circumstances.

"Our appearance in physical form or the materializing of the spaceships we use occur only on instructions from our Headquarters far above the bases in your stratosphere. They follow a predetermined schedule, not as your clocks and calendars, but in conformity with carefully computed sequences of events depending largely on mortal reaction to each step in the program. Many factors enter into the decisions made, such as planetary influences of a magnetic type, astral conditions, changing vibratory rates in many parts of the globe. This is owing to peoples' awakening to their peril and their making desperate attempts to extricate themselves. This latter consideration is perhaps the most potent point in our releasing forces in their behalf. You must yourselves instigate the attempt to gain your freedom before we can come to your rescue.

"Of course we fully sympathise with your interest in the mechanical construction and motive power used to achieve the feats of apparent wizardry which mark our arrival in your material world. Even though we may, for some specific purpose, invite you for a ride, it will be impossible for you to ferret out our secret of propulsion, since you have rejected opportunities afforded you to become acquainted with laws governing these higher forms of energy.

"Now, what we ask you to do is to believe in our reality, and our entirely impersonal desire to be of service! The sooner these two facts are accepted by people generally, the more quickly and
easily shall we be able to achieve our goal and the fewer lives will be lost in the process. We are admonished to save every soul who will gladly adapt to the glorious transformation scheduled for the New Age! Some may be removed from your planet to help for a time from planes invisible, as many thousands are now doing. I am referring to recent arrivals on the Astral plane, and to a great many others, dating back to your beloved George Washington, the immortal Lincoln, and other men of their caliber. We are submitting our plans to the Highest Court of Heaven for approval and we look forward with confidence to your whole-hearted cooperation."

My love and blessings, Ashtar.

That message, channeled through Mrs. E.P.H. in the 1950s, is even more relevant today when the need for cooperation is greater. Here is another glimpse of the Guardians' world-wide operations, given to Trevor James Constable for his book, "They Live In The Sky", also written and published in the 1950s.

"We are able to travel a great deal in our own etheric bodies. These are made of material so fine that they are responsive to the subtle energies of thought, over which we have complete control. Our bodies respond to these thought energies with exactness. However, in addition we have craft for the dense atmosphere of Shan. These are the Ventlas and other craft you have seen.

"It is a trial for a spaceman to come into the area and atmosphere of Shan (earth). The atmosphere and vibratory level are things they must endure in assisting your people. They use the craft as you would a submarine, to travel in an unnatural medium.

"At times it is necessary for them to leave the craft, in the same way that you would require your skin divers to go under the surface of your seas to perform certain tasks. But they must have bases where they can rest, where they can return for periods to their natural vibratory level and density which prevail within the craft we use.

"However, rest assured that many of the strange and changing shapes that have been observed as unidentified flying objects are actually the space men themselves. Remember, we are not gravity bound, and not of the same order of matter as yourselves."

Elsewhere in the Ashtar material we were told that this problem of maintaining a materialized form in earth's dense atmosphere was partially solved by setting up a special transmitter on the Moon. This broadcast a steady, pulsed beam of a certain frequency to which the spaceman could entrain himself mentally (in the ELF wave area?) and hold his form, without the necessity of spending time and energy concentrating on holding the form together while carrying out his mission. At this time of year we are reminded of the alternative way chosen by Jesus and many other Star People, natural birth through an earth mother. But, it has its hazards too, as we all know from experience!
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THE BROTHERHOOD OF ANGELS
AND OF MEN AND WOMEN IN THE NEW AGE

Mario, of the Ashtar Command, Puts Us In Touch With Leathana, a God of the Inner Earth Vegetable Kingdom, Through Marian Hartill, Channel

Mario: "Mary, there is a Being here who wishes to write."

"I want to tell you I am a being from your Inner Earth. I am not as you are. I am not as you know others who come from outer space for destruction. I am a Being that lives within the trees under the Earth's inner crust.

"I live in tune with the energy life force that gives the tree its life. I am what you would compare to a Deva on the surface but I am of the inner surface. I was brought here on purpose to learn of the outer world, and the activities of people like yourself who will be in tune with the life force or Cosmic force in all things. You call this the Christ Force or High Self, they tell me. I would answer questions to the best of my ability for you concerning the Inner Earth."

"Will your kind work openly with mortals after the great change soon to take place?" asked Andy Hardie, Marian's father.

"Yes, this is why I am here, to be made ready to command my fellow workers to join with the Deva world upon your surface when this chaotic period is over. I am like unto a lesser God who is in charge of the flow of energy into the plant world. I am a sub-Lord under the influence of the great Solar Lord of Growth. I have never lived as you live. I have obtained my station through the evolving Kingdoms of the plant and nature worlds. We shall be as one in the sense that we and those I work with, and through, shall be visible to all who will be upon the surface of the Earth.

"The plane that you call the 3rd Dimension shall be no more, and there shall be openings of large size that will enable you of earth to travel with no effort into my world below the surface and into the Central portion of the earth. These shall be cleansed of all filth and negation, just as all things on Earth's surface will be cleansed."

"What will happen to all the Devas and nature spirits while this planetary upheaval is taking place?" asked Andy.

"Much of the Deva Kingdom I work in shall go into a cell-like storage to be purified, and fortified for the new Christ Work we..."
shall do. This we shall tell mankind is what we have been preparing for in the past centuries of toil and effort; for we too will be raised in vibratory rate; and this will eliminate all dwarffism and ugliness from my Gnomes and dwarf-type Elementals. Only perfection in miniature shall be seen by you of the New Earth.

"I leave you now. My given time is through and I must return to my people. I shall pray in my own way for you of the Surface World until we are one in all ways. I am LEATHANA"

We can thank this Earth God, Leathana, for fleshing out the bare bones of the Master D.K.'s cryptic statement on page 519 of Alice Bailey's "Esoteric Astrology", first published in 1950:

"1. Our Earth, being a non-sacred planet, is in process of becoming a sacred planet. This means an interim of upheaval, chaos and of difficulty.

"2. This transference out of the lower states of consciousness, expressed through the lower centres, into a higher state, can and will take place in this world period and in this century if humanity so wills it, if the Forces of Light eventually triumph and if the new world order comes into being. This it will do if the lessons of the war are learnt and right action follows as a result."

If the Earth does become a sacred planet in the New Age, that means the Solar System will need a new jail! Or insane asylum, or whatever you want to call this institution to which we are all committed. It has been said that in the new heaven coming the Earth will lose its Moon, and that our former satellite will become a planet in its own right, the new jail of the Solar System, taking with it the souls of all the malcontents on this planet who have chosen to serve the Light by opposing it. Leathana said that the Cavern World will be cleansed of all filth and negation; and this is what the Moon, the Scavenger, will take with it when it leaves its Earth orbit. This garbage-collecting is nothing new for the Moon, it's been going on for ages, as H.P. Blavatsky observed 93 years ago in "The Secret Doctrine", and as we quoted in our old talk, "Flying Saucers on the Moon" ($2.75):

"The Moon is now the cold residual quantity, the shadow dragged after the new body (the earth), into which her living powers and 'principles' are transfused. . . Constantly vampirised by her child (the earth), the Moon revenges herself on the earth by soaking it through and through with the nefarious, invisible and poisoned influence which emanates from the occult side of her nature. For she is a dead yet a living body. The particles of her decaying corpse are full of active and destructive life. Therefore its emanations are at the same time beneficent and maleficient. . . And like all ghouls and vampires, the Moon is the friend of sorcerers and the foe of the unwary. From the archaic aeons and the later times of the witches of Thessaly, down to some of the present Tan-
trikas of Bengal, her nature and properties are known to every Occultist, but have remained a closed book for physicists."

THE COMING RE-LANDSCAPING OF THE EARTH

After Leathana's departure for the inner realms below the surface, Marian's guide, Mario, made these observations through her:

"He or It -- as there is no sex involved but a blending of both -- he, as I would call him, dwells in an aura of green from shimmering new growth green into a deep dark green. He had an odor not unlike moss or wood of the hemlock variety. There were other fragrances that came from his aura, like blossoms and woodsy perfume.

"He is a God in his own kingdom and very evolved. He is here upon the surface in preparation for New Age work with our surface kingdom of nature and plant life. He will, after the cleansing, be brought to the surface to assist in the landscaping and planting of all the Inner World's beauty, plus the handling of millions of types of seed, rock and bulb species that shall be brought to Earth from other worlds to be grown here in the new vibration.

"I must add that your surface will be of a finer, more etheric-like texture even in your greenery, which will not only be green but of many other hues of color. We felt since there is such a love in all of you for flowers, greenery and trees, that you would like to meet someone positive that was involved in the business of preparing for the New Age before us.

"He was watching you prepare the flower arrangements this afternoon and shed his love upon your aura as you placed the shades of pink and lavender with care. He, too, is part of your world now; for he will be travelling back and forth in his way, serving that which we all serve, the God within."

THE BIRTH OF A BABE

This young earthbound was the first human spirit to write through Andy Hardie's daughters when they started this form of Service to the Light in 1953. He gave them a hard time for awhile, but he was intelligent enough to be willing to observe and learn.

"I'm here today to ask a favor of you three. I would like you to give me your blessings for I am going to incarnate again shortly and will be given a special assignment for the New Age. It seems that through my experience with you and Virginia I was able to learn much more than I would ever have learned if I had not come to write through your hand long years ago.

"Now that I have watched, and waited, and studied what you have studied, I have been approached by Teachers here and encouraged to come back into the flesh through birth. This will enable me to erase from my aura and make up the mistakes and errors of the past life I led. I was like lead -- no
kidding about that. Now I see the work you three are starting
upon and I cant bear to be here and not active upon earth when
I see so much that will be taking place.

"I will not be able to write again; so I ask in the name of
the Christ, and all your God-filled teachers, for your kind
thoughts and blessings.

I am Jack Lamby."

THE VALUABLE LEADERS OF TOMORROW

After which one of the Hardies' Ministering Spirits added
this: "Yes, there are many who are on the verge of reincarnating
again, taking up the banner of Truth, and their efforts will be
in the Spiritual avenues of thought and action. These souls who
have made effort here to learn and apply will be the most valua-
ble leaders that you of Earth will have tomorrow. There shall
be very little comparison between your lost youth of today (1969)
and those preparing to take the robe of flesh in the next few
years.

"I overheard your remarks concerning the souls that performed
their spiritual duties through the forming years of America and
the lack of this Divine Essence in the youth of today. I should
like you to know that again there will be that Divine Spark pre-
sent in the young, and the New Age shall be one of youth and beauty
for all.

"Be of good cheer. We are all tested -- but not without
reason.

I am Sananda."

Sananda is the name used by the Initiate or Adept of Galilee
when he wants his message to be uncluttered by the crystallized
concepts and limiting ideas attached to the name Jesus after 1900
years of orthodox worship. As a student of the Cabala your editor
prefers the name Jehoshua, his real name as the Teacher of Right-
eousness who headed the Essene community at the Qubet Qumran
monastery by the Dead Sea, about 100 B.C. There was a historical
Jesus about 900 B.C. He was a priest of the Celtic Druids who
lived and taught in and around what is now Marseilles, in southern
France. He had numerous and devoted followers in the Roman Empire
for hundreds of years, up until the time of the Emperor Constantine.

Another Adept with thousands of devoted followers in the Empire
was Krishna, of the Brahmin tradition. It was the constant strife
between these two religious factions which forced Constantine to
set up a state religion under which he hoped to unify the warring
fanatics, thus the Council of Nicaea, 325 A.D. The Bishops of the
Council haggled for seven years, each group jockeying for control
of what eventually became the Roman Catholic Church and what we
call Christianity. The priests created a new god for the masses,
one with a compound name to mollify the devotees, Jesus Christ.
Very clever, wouldn't you say?
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350 years ago a French philosopher-scientist, Rene Descartes, established the principle that mind is completely divorced from matter. This nihilistic Jesuit concept has dominated and constricted Western thought ever since. Fortunately for the Western world Cartesian philosophy is on its way out and it is these New Age kids who will give it the Coup de Grace. As Dr. Puharich has found out in his researches, not only does mind have a direct relationship with matter, it controls matter!

Dr. Puharich told his interviewers of the "famous story by now were Uri Geller teletransported from New York and crashed through my porch. That's common now. These New Age kids disappear here and reappear somewhere else."

Int: "And do you know what takes place just before to let you know when it's going to happen?"

Doc: "No, we don't have any way of knowing. There's no premonitory signal, because the disappearance is almost instant. There's no way of checking on it."

Int: "How do the kids relate to that?"

Doc: "Well, it's fun for them. That's their new-found wings."

Int: "They don't have conscious control over that, do they?"

Doc: "None of them do yet. I think they will eventually."

Int: "Do you think they are subliminally in control -- like their soul is exerting control -- or do you think it is monitored? Or are they triggered into something?"

Doc: "Let us put it this way, since I believe that this fundamental principle of free rule is never violated; they must have somehow, at a conscious level, actually given their consent to allow this to happen. I don't think that they are ever taken over; it happens only for those who are ready for it. We have some weird instances of people who had this kind of experience and were not prepared in any way for it. The effects are not so hot -- emotional shock."

Int: "How many of them have disappeared and rematerialized?"

Doc: "About six."

Int: "Has any appeared in your house?"

Doc: "Yep."
Int: "How often?"

Doc: "Last summer (1976) we had a whole bunch of kids here. I was finishing up my studies. Within a two-week period it happened about five times. That's the highest density. You'll read about it in the book ('Time No Longer'). It is all reported."

Int: "How many civilizations do the kids come from?"

Doc: "I've found so many civilizations since I started with Uri and the Hoovah thing. I have now clocked 24 different civilizations. There are lots of them out there. It's like dealing with the Germans, the French and the Spanish, you know. Each one has a different shtick going, so I'm trying to find out what each one is all about."

WHEN HIS WATCH TELLS TIME NO LONGER

Int: "How did you make contact the last time?"

Doc: "Well, I have different methods of contact. My most direct contact is my watch. (He shows us the watch he is wearing which has two dials, one above and one below the wrist.) This watch moves just like Uri moves watches. I just read it off the watch. I can't show it. Somebody else has to run it. The hands move in a precise pattern. These two watches together make a code."

Int: "An alphabet code?"

Doc: "Yeah, an alphabet code. It's a very complicated, sophisticated code. So that's the easiest way. Then there are letters and telephone calls, and there are mediums and telepathic people. I really haven't told you the truth because yesterday I had a message. Some space kid dropped in. It goes on continually. I just have to fill it out and make sense of what is useful to me and what to file and so on."

Int: "How close are you to tapping this other physics from the other planets?"

Doc: "Ah God, it's like writing an encyclopedia. There is about five-year's material stacked up. It's in the process of being edited, illustrated and analyzed. It's being circulated among other scientists. I don't know when we are going to reach the end. We had a symposium at the University of Pennsylvania three weeks ago called the 'Physics of Consciousness'. We go to different places: Boston, Berkeley. Somebody calls me up and says appear, so I appear. So we start to leak out bits of it that people can deal with. Mostly how to go from the 3rd dimension to 4th dimension to 5th dimension, 6th dimension -- essentially the orthorotation concept -- you know, spirit of mind and so on. It's just an extension of the Einsteinian orthorotation.

"It is like sub-quantum physics. For example, inside the electron it is like the Universe with 13 different parts. Each part is interrelated to the life-coding process, with DNA as the result. I..."
have been working on that one problem for five years and the dy-
namics of information-handling by the electron, which has nothing
to do with classical electrical dynamics whatsoever.

INFORMATION HANDLING BY THE ELECTRON

That's a good one! Dr. Puharich was well into "the dynamics
of information-handling by the electron" when studying and prac-
ticing pagan magick under the Kahuna, David Kaonohiakala Bray, in
Hawaii in the late 1950s; and if he had finished his training he
would have further along the Path today. This is what real
magick, ritual magick is all about. Thousands of people are be-
ginning to learn what it is all about from reading the books of
Carlos Castaneda, and the highly dramatic descriptions of his
studies and practices under a Yaqui Indian adept, the Western
Mystery Tradition, by the way of Atlantis and the Toltecs.

Int: "It must be irritating. Every time you go into a field that
you know a little about, and you have to learn, you can't go to a
physicist and say, Explain this to me, the inside; because you
know he will explain it in classical terms."

Doc: "Well, actually, I don't even bother with classical physicists.
They are like antediluvian, you know. I don't have the time. The
people you go to are the space kids who are programmed. All of
this stuff spits out of them. They are all wired up like computers."

Int: "Do the space kids automatically say it, or do you get them
into a trance and it just spouts out?"

Doc: "They work differently. Some sit down. I have a kid in Cali-
ifornia who just sits down and says, 'Einstein is here. Do you want
to ask him any questions?' So I say yeah, and she just starts writ-
ing. She is wide awake (what we call Cosmic Mediumship in our Ca-
balistic work) and so I talk to her. They all work differently.
Some work in a hypnotic trance; some of them are spaced; some just
do it in the course of normal school work. There is a kid in Eng-
land who is always sending me the latest mathematical formulations
of 6th Dimensional geometry."

Int: "Where is Einstein now?"

Doc: "He is close by, hanging around."

Howard: "Sheboygan? (Laughter)

Int: "What is the closest civilization that we can communicate
with?"

Doc: "They are all outside our 4th Dimensional scheme."

Int: "So they are not in the universe we can see?"

Doc: "None of them are." (Which is his way of backing up the thesis
put forward by Meade Layne and the Inner Circle in 1946, that the
Etherians and their Flying Saucers are materializations from other
levels of consciousness. Continued in the next Journal.)
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A robin came through our garden in New Rochelle, New York today and found some termites I'd unearthed. Mankind's world may be in confusion, but the unestranged kingdoms of nature continue, carrying out (in Hopei Indian language) their "original instructions".

Humanity has not only to rediscover its original instructions, but to hear the new ones needed for now. These are being trumpeted in the collective ear, of course, but are not yet universally heard. Recognizing the indivisibility of the species, of world affairs and humanity's future is certainly the first requirement. Acting accordingly is certainly the second. What tears open a nation or a people now tears, demonstrably as well as subjectively, the corporate body of humanity.

The Law of the Sea Conference (longest running play on United Nations Plaza) might conclude successfully this year. Being decided now are the remaining, and most difficult, problems. What, for instance, will be the voting procedure in the governing council of the international Authority which will oversee all the new laws of the sea, including the development of the mineral stores below the sea bed? The U.S., Japan, Federal Republic of Germany, U.K., and France want an arrangement which will allow five countries to overturn a council decision to award a mining contract. In effect, no contract would be awarded unless they agree. The developing countries, led by Peru and Brazil, believe a more widely representative group of nine states should have to agree or disagree.

Each side nurtures fears. The powerful, industrialized States fear that developing countries might block mining awards because of a bias against private enterprise, because of political grievances or to protect the prices of their native minerals. For many developing countries, some single natural resource is their only source of foreign income, and these countries believe it is unfair for five rich nations to block the wishes of the membership.

At stake are billions of dollars worth of minerals and ores, declared to be "the common heritage of mankind" in an historic decision of the United Nations General Assembly. Indeed, the Law of the Sea Treaty makes provision for something entirely new in world affairs: a global mining authority called the Enterprise,
which will hire its own contractors and work alongside national mining interests. For every mining site granted to national or private companies, an area of equal mineral wealth must be put aside for the Enterprise. The profits gained by the Enterprise will be allocated among the world's least developed countries. In addition, the Seabed Authority will collect fees and royalties from companies and States granted mining rights. The amount of these royalties has been a matter of great contention, needless to say, as was the concept of the global Enterprise.

A "COMMON HERITAGE FUND" TO BE CREATED

No sudden wealth will accrue to the international community, however; the coastal States have already forced the Conference to agree to cede to them 200 miles of coastal waters, as an "exclusive economic zone". And within this area are most of the easily exploitable minerals as well as oil. A group of landlocked states are arguing for a portion of revenues to be paid into a Common Heritage Fund, from the income of States mining in the 200 mile off-shore area. There is already general agreement for payment of a small revenue from mining the shelf beyond 200 miles.

Among the most interesting facets of the proposed Treaty is that concerning dispute settlement. Rather advanced procedures are proposed: a Law of the Sea Tribunal would pronounce binding decisions between parties to a dispute, only a few specified exceptions being allowed.

We see at work here the two dominant trends in human life -- toward sharing and collective/cooperative action, and toward separation and selfishness. On balance, the degree of commitment to common action is very encouraging indeed (and to your Editor, another indication that the Will of the Christ is slowly but inevitably unifying human life on the planet). In addition to mineral extraction, the new Treaty will deal with navigation rights, width of territorial sea (12 miles), passage through straights, access of landlocked States, marine research, environment and pollution, marine technology transfer and other matters.

ANOTHER COMMON HERITAGE, THE MOON!

Last fall, the United Nations adopted a Treaty very similar in nature, concerning "Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies". No matter what the inhabitants (if any) might think, humanity has decided on the principles which will govern its activities in space. Most significantly, the Treaty states, as does the sea bed Treaty, that the moon and its natural resources are the "common heritage of mankind". It also declares that "the establishment of military bases, installments and fortifications, the testing of weapons and the conduct of military manoeuvres on the Moon shall be forbidden", and states that countries shall place no weapons of mass destruction on or around the Moon.

Resources of the Moon would be developed by an international
The Treaty, adopted without a vote after several years of strenuous objections from the USSR, is now subject to accession or ratification by the nations. A public group seeking early establishment of human habitations in space is vigorously opposing the Treaty on the basis that it might inhibit some specific industrial interests from mounting an early attack on the Moon. Here again we have a mixture of a future-oriented vision with parochial interests.

If one thing is clear, however, it is that contradictions of this kind are becoming more obvious and are held up for everyone to see. Informed personal and public responses are thus more possible than in any other age. This increasingly swift debate and response is accelerating the process of humanity's growth toward the needed clarity and altruism which will permit the anchoring of the New World society. (From the "One Earth IMAGE" magazine, June/July 1980 issue, of the Findhorn Foundation, The Park, Forres, Scotland IV36 OTZ, $13.70 a year.)

Another thing Donald Keys' article makes clear is that the wonders of the New Age are not going to be handed to us on a silver platter by the Occult Hierarchy of the planet. The basis for them is going to have to be hammered out in long and exhaustive sessions by dedicated, clear-thinking and practical men and women representing member nations at the United Nations. Then these international agreements, such as the Sea Bed Treaty, are going to have to be ratified by constructive behavior on the part of the member nations and private corporations within them, placing common good above private gain.

"SEA LAW SESSION ENDS; GAINS HAILED"

GENEVA, (UPI) Aug. 30, 1980 "The marathon U.N. Conference on the Law of the Sea on Friday ended a five-week session that saw the virtual completion of a written constitution for the oceans of the world. A vast majority of the 150 participating nations expressed confidence that a final treaty will emerge from the next session next spring. Negotiators unanimously agreed that the five weeks of talks in Geneva saw the big breakthrough that had eluded the conference over the past seven years.

"It is now all but certain that the text of a Convention on the Law of the Sea will be ready for signature in 1981,' chief U. S. delegate Elliot Richardson said. Historians will look back on this year's session 'as the most significant single event in the history of peaceful cooperation and the development of the rule of law since the founding of the United Nations itself. This is a happy day for the many people who have worked long and hard on the convention. . ."' (Los Angeles "Times")
Prison-Ashram Project

March 1980

BACK FROM OUR WINTER TOUR

Sitka and I have just recently returned from our trip along the East Coast; in fact, she’s still wading through the piles of mail and I’m still trying to recover my voice. But apart from that and needing a slight rest, the tour was more beautiful than we had ever imagined. All told, we gave eighteen prison workshops and about the same number of public lectures or seminars, plus a few radio shows and interviews. We had the great fortune of meeting hundreds of you whom we’ve known only through the mails until now. As always, just sitting with you all, inside and outside of prison, was a great blessing. Everywhere we went, it was obvious that we were home, and everyone we met was our family. We had many moving experiences and profound moments during the tour, yet there doesn’t seem to be any way to try to recapture them in words for this newsletter. Allow me to say humbly that our involvement in this work continues to be among the greatest privileges in our lives. Although we can’t share the actual moments of our meetings with you, we’d like to at least use this newsletter to share some of the more meaningful dialogues and situations people have found themselves in. We hope that something you may find in this newsletter serves a need you feel today.

Bo & Sita Lough

A POWERFUL PRACTICE FOR “SEEING”

This technique requires a partner, who can be anyone at all who agrees to try it with you; you needn’t be best friends. It’ll take a total of about 20 minutes, and it will provide very powerful experiences if you do it simply and sincerely. There’s no talking, and no smiling or laughing. Only the eyes are used. Sit opposite each other, either in chairs or on the floor (see photo). Agree beforehand which one of you will start with eyes closed and which one with eyes open. The partner with eyes closed will simply sit perfectly still until the other says “okay” (about 20 minutes or so).

So, you’re now sitting opposite your partner who has his eyes closed. Take this rare opportunity to study him (or her) without embarrassment. Look into his face, past the “front” which he keeps up for the world (you can use this sheet for guidance through this procedure). Now as you look into his face, look for the traces of sorrow over losing someone he loved. All of us have had that experience—a family member dying, or a lover walking out on us—look for that memory and feel your personal understanding for your partner’s hurt.

Now look for signs of fear—from the slight social tension over this unusual practice, to the deeper fears of trusting people, of being alone, of being hurt again. Realize that your partner, just like you, has been kicked around by many people in this lifetime, and has tried to hide himself in many ways so that he can’t get kicked around anymore. In seeing this part of your partner’s life experiences, again feel personally your own identification with such experiences, and more of your common ground.

And now look into your partner’s face for his general confusion: that question-mark hanging over his head, which is over your head also, wondering what life is really all about. That part of him who’s always just been trying to understand his own life, understand what’s going to happen, what to do, etc. See his basic sincerity as a human being, just like you, who’s simply trying to make sense of things and to feel good, feel safe. Spend a few minutes realizing all of these things that are the same for your partner as they are for you, and allow your own love and compassion for this other human being to grow through your eyes. Allow yourself to radiate complete understanding and acceptance and love through your eyes toward this other human being who’s just like you, who’s just struggling to feel alright.

Now softly say “okay” and close your eyes while your partner takes this sheet of instructions and follows them just as you did.

After both of you have gone this far (total time of about 10-15 minutes), then both of you open your eyes and look directly into each other’s eyes. Allow yourself to be more open and honest—without talking—than you’ve ever been in your life. Simply look at your partner in recognition that you are meeting in the living spirit that you’ve just seen each other truly, and accepted each other fully, being all your differences. Keep looking and opening and offering understanding for a few minutes, and then end the practice by bowing slightly to each other in appreciation.

The photo on this page shows two Michigan prison inmates doing this practice perfectly. If you study their faces closely, even through a photograph you can feel the honesty and power of what’s going on. After awhile of practicing these techniques with a variety of partners, what happens is that we begin seeing everyone more clearly, which helps us to drop our games and fears and yet not get too caught in other people’s games and fears either. We walk around with vision which sees that we are all on the same journey, whether we’re aware of it or not.
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LETTERS FROM INMATES to BO and SITA LOZOFF

"Well, it's been a year now and I finally went to trial. I've been sentenced to life imprisonment (which is only 25 years here in Canada); however, I am eligible for parole after ten years. I thought the 'wait' would never end, but it has and my heart is full of joy. I feel as though I'm finally going somewhere. Even so, my time here in this small building has served great purpose. I've seen a lot of faces come and go. I've learned a lot about myself and others. I've learned, or rather now understand, the meaning behind 'Inside-Out'. It's really a fantastic little book. Indeed by soul has been set free from the barriers I had trapped myself within. I am actually glad (though I'm sure some see me as 'mad') for the received. Society gift I would ne-myself: A chance-self. Not only are giving me society has always be a mad rush I have 10 years learn about what all about. Each comes stronger the heights one one with God,

"My hatha along so smooth-flexible as a was having trou-but I believe being too caught Slowly but sure down. It's true: of the great I get to the wo-certainly hope to volved with Inside-just excellent to have or rather to share in fellowship; thus far the climb has been alone.

"The Earth is just one physical plane of many -- of an eternity of life after life again and again. God bless you. Love and Peace."

Susie. Calgary Remand Center

The Prison Ashram Project of the Hanuman Foundation has served since 1973 as a source of materials and advice for prisoners throughout the world who are interested in meditation and general spiritual guidance. The project is supported solely by private donations, fully tax deductible under the IRS code. For more info write to the Lozoffs, 2459 Fawn Creek Lane, Escondido, California 92026.
ELF WAVES AND EEG ENTRAINMENT

A PSYCHOTRONIC WARFARE POSSIBILITY


On a Cassette playback instrument Bob Beck treats his audience to the audio harmonic of the Russian ELF broadcast, as picked up and recorded in Los Angeles, California prior to the Conference. There was an undertone to the sound.

"The growl was because is because we have a voltage control os -- or rather the VFO on the receiver," says Beck. "That was at 5.340 megahertz and we were listening to -- in other words, since you cannot hear the fundamental (the actual ELF wave) we have the local oscillator on the superheterodyne receiver running. Yes, Mariam?"

Then follows a long and garbled question whose content is made clear by Mr. Beck's reply: "It is a global problem. Uh -- incidentally, for the engineers again, the attenuation rate of this signal is only about three tenths of a decibel to eight tenths of a db for a million meters. That means that this signal will go around the earth 4½ times before it is down a half of its original value. Nikola Tesla was right. With some of these frequencies you can excite the earth Ionosphere cavity, as though it is a huge bell, and ring it!

"In other words, the Russians have a thing here which cannot be stopped. It's practically not attenuatable by anything that we are familiar with in physics." He plays some more of the woodpecker sound again, and garbles another question from a listener. "In other words they changed all of their power stations to 60 Hertz, heh heh.

"Okay, now a lot of this is __________. What we don't know is now much of this is being originated domestically? How much of it is a second or third order pattern(?) effect? And what the real and what the virtual parameters are actually engendering? (Another slide presumably) But these are some of the Soviet frequencies. I have a little paper here. If we can find a Xerox machine, we can paper you guys. But meanwhile, from the standard
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text book of physics, if we look at the E wave as being standard propagation wave form -- as being parallel with this screen -- the B wave or H wave, the magnetic vector, is at right angles to this and has to accompany it.

WHY DID GOD DESIGN US THIS WAY?

"When you strip off the E wave by shielding, by natural attenuation, you still have that H wave left; and that is the one against which you cannot shield. It goes right through you, everything else, can trip certain neurons in your head. I don't know why God designed us this way but here's something else to worry about. 150 years ago it was small pox, diptheria and Indians. I guess some of you turkeys are as old as I am and remember when we were trying to dig fallout shelters in our backyards. It's always something, but this is the one that appears to be the most insidious. (another slide)

"This report is from a previously classified document done by Dr. Wartz and Dr. Erkins, of Garret AiResearch for the Central Intelligence Agency showing the the "windows" that could be the stimulus for ESP, paranormal, Russian psychotronic research. Does that look familiar?"

"We got a peek here," observes a listener.

"We got a peek here," repeats Beck. "If you move that down about two Hertz, you ain't got a psychic, you got an epilectic. (looking at other data on the slide illustration) Ah, we gotta skip that. Some of the propagation paths of the various nodes. The whole earth Ionosphere cavity rings like a bell. At certain frequencies you can put a little energy in here and under the same conditions get the same amount, or even a little more out, somewhere else. Tesla was right. (another illustration)

"A little Soviet loveletter, U.S. Patent, Nov. 20, 1973, Apparatus For the Treatment of Neuropsychic and Somatic Diseases with Heat, Light, Sound and Electromagnetic Radiation -- a trial balloon to see how much we knew about what they were doing -- "

"I'd like to have that patent," said one of the listeners.

"I'll give you a copy," replies Beck. "It's #3773049, and among all these words they hid their little gift, which you'll come across when you read the whole patent.

"We have developed frequency counters by taking standard units and putting a times-one hundred multiplier so we could see frequencies down to a hundredth of one Hertz. We couldn't find anything that we could carry. The big Hewlett-Packard weighs -- what? -- 20 pounds, plus a cost of $13,000; so we had to build the instrumentations systems for mapping these things almost from scratch; so we published the circuit diagrams for all of these things except the psycho-active frequencies and apparatus. We were requested to delete this by a chap who visited us and said,
'You'd better take the apparatus apart and put one piece of it one place and one in another and go back and burn the paper work you have on it because terrorist groups could build a little box like this and paralyze --' Now this is real. This is not in the same range as psychotronic, Radionic, psychic, magick, witchcraft, etc."

DOWN TO THE HUNDREDTH DECIMAL PLACE

So what's new about registering human molecular vibrations down the hundredth decimal place? Dr. Albert Abrams, grandfather of Radionics, was doing it at his clinic in San Francisco 60 years ago! Recently, one of the later models of the Abrams Oscilloclast was brought to our headquarters here in Vista. On the front of it was a row of ten buttons. Each one of them represented a group of diseases whose vibratory rate is in the 43 megacycle range. That's below Channel 2 on your TV set, 54 megacycles, and the wavelength is about 7½ meters, crest to crest.

Button Zero, 43.000 meg, covers Cataracts, Adhesions, Radium Burns, X-Ray Burns. Button 1, 43.265 meg, covers Malaria, Staph, Mumps, etc. Button 2, 43.296 meg, covers Chicken Pox, Hay Fever, Strep, Impetigo, Typhus, etc. Button 3, 43.322 meg, Epilepsy, General Toxemia, Psora, Lues (syphilis), etc. Button 4, 43.338 meg, Arteriosclerosis, Asthma, Goiter, Catarrh, etc. Button 5, 43.346 meg, Arthritis, Hay Fever, Influenza, Tuberculosis, Undulant Fever, etc. Button 6, 43.350 meg, covers Fermentation, Carcinoma (cancer), Eczema, etc. Button 7, 43.354 meg, Acute Inflammation, Pneumonia, etc. Button 8, 43.354 meg, covers Cataracts, Infantile Paralysis, Pyorrhea, etc. Button 9, 43.356 meg (no classification under this number). Button 10, 43.357 meg, Chronic Inflammation, Chronic pain, Radium Burns, etc. The full listing of the rates and description and schematics of the Abrams Oscilloclast are in BSRF No. 33C, "ERA The Electronic Reactions of Dr. Abrams".

When your editor read these rates off to a visiting scientist here a couple of years ago, he suggested that Abrams had been working with the higher harmonic of the disease, and that the actual base rate was much lower on the scale of vibration. Now I suspect that he was engaged in highly secret ELF wave research, an area of vibrations unknown and unsuspected at the time Abrams was developing the basis for Radionics or Psychotronics or Bioenergetics, as the Russians call it.

ELF WAVE COUNTER MEASURES

"Now what's happening about this?" continues Beck. "Well, Dr. Ludwig of Germany developed these little devices. Andy smuggled a couple of these into Los Angeles last October (Dr. L.O. Anderson, Anderson Research Foundation, 2942 Francis Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 90005, phone 213-387-9164) and I did an engineering analysis on them. I'm going to take the tape out of the Cassette for a second and I'm going to put this on play and activate this..."
on play and we're going to activate this little box. It only has a range of about a meter (Just enough to envelop the head and vital organs if one wears it on the upper part of the body. He turns the Ludwig 'Vitasette' on and the audience hears the 'woodpecker' rat-a-tat-tat.)

"Sound familiar? Sound like something we've heard from Russia?" asks Beck. "Now, I'm going to change its frequency a little bit (and the rat-a-tat speeds up)."

THE LUDWIG RELAXATION OSCILLATOR (OR MAGNETIC PAGER)

"Where did that come from?" asks a listener.

"It came from West Germany," replies Beck. "What it is basically a -- we understand that about 900 of these have been built, and some of them are in the hands of people who have to wear them, in case of a hit. What they are basically is a little relaxation oscillator, driving a coil around a Numetal core. The Numetal has a permeability of over 3000. As the field collapses, the B Field, it puts out a tremendous spike of magnetic H wave energy which, for this demonstration, we just picked up on the tape head of this recorder; because the tape head, as you know, will respond to magnetic signals that are on the ferrite in the tape."

"What is that device for?"

"That device is worn by people who want a beneficial frequency close to them. Fortunately, we live in a universe that works by the Inverse Square law. If you don't like the Rock band that's putting out 2000 watts of audio on the stage, you can take a $2 transistor radio, tune it to another radio station, hold it up against your ear and it will drown out the Rock band. Okay? A field of beneficial frequencies which is close to you will override the effect of the firing or desynchronization of the neurons that can be entrained by a field that, in this case, is 7000 miles away. All right?

"And what this thing apparently -- certain neurons in the cerebral cortex act as frequency modulating discriminators. Any of you guys who have played around with radio know that you have a crystal set, and you hear several stations simultaneously, you get a garble. They are all overlapped. You can't sort 'em out; but the frequency modulation discriminator, like the Foster-Seeley, will latch onto the highest amplitude signal in the environment, override the others, and you'll hear that. If you are listening to Police Radio and a loud station comes in, overriding the other, you'll get one or the other. There's very little crosstalk. So what this thing does basically is that it puts out a little magnetic H wave field with a spike wave which we don't like. We like to work with a different wave form that I don't want to talk about. But this thing is apparently mildly psychoactive, but not nearly as psychoactive as the ones they used for the tests in Los Angeles,
the ones at the United Nations, and Ossining, New York, etc."
"Is that spike wave more effective than a sine or Square?"

"It should be because Delta E over Delta C means that you are inducing stronger current in the conductor nearby, and there are some other side effects which we don't like. It's rather abrasive. The other device that's in the picture -- and hopefully I brought it -- is disguised as a wee pocket flashlight -- and it actually works! It has a little nickel-cadmium rechargeable battery. It is frequency programmable on the back -- "

"So what you are saying is that the West Germans are aware of this (ELF wave attacks from Russia) and are selling these?"

"They are not selling them, exactly, they are kind of giving them away to people that have a need for them and the answer to your question is, Yeah. (again the 'woodpecker' signal is heard) Now, what I'd like to point out to you is that in this very narrow frequency spectrum corresponding to the Alpha-Theta border of brain waves, you can change the excitation frequency by a fraction of a Hertz, and have an entirely different reaction; now this was a big surprise. This is the thing that was not anticipated any more than the little gems were before Von Leeuwenhoek and Pasteur.

YOU ARE EXTREMELY SENSITIVE TO COHERENT FREQUENCIES

"One reason I feel that this effect has been missed by other researchers who were working with gross frequency inputs, they were not defining their frequencies down to a hundredth of a Hertz. Now there's a tremendous amount of supportive evidence in the neuro-physiological literature that certain molecules in our brain, with Ks of over 140,000 -- dielectric constants, and other inductive capacitor parameters -- act as long-chain, semi-liquid crystal dipoles that are extremely sensitive to coherent frequencies. Now coherent means to find out that they are a little bit further than most of the researchers have investigated.

"Where I think I have done original work is in building systems that can go out to that second, third and fourth decimal place, taking them to the coffee shop, testing them on my own head and seeing what they do empirically, and kind of sounding the alarm on what we are now experiencing. (another slide picture)

"Again, some of the Soviet frequencies. We'll take a break and see if we can get some of these in real time on the radio right now. (Apparently he gets a signal from the program director.) Oh, I guess our vote has been cancelled. Okay, there are a couple of more goodies on here but I'm going to thank you fellows. I'm going to conclude it at this and take a break. If there are any questions we'll handle them later. Thank you for listening. (A burst of applause ends the tape. For those of you who wish to contact Bob Beck directly, his address is 1538 Cassil Place, Hollywood, California 90028, phone 213-403-8901.)"
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REINTRODUCING THE NATURAL ELF FIELD WITH A MAGNETIC PACER

The environment of the planet has become increasingly filled with man-made electromagnetic waves in the last few decades. Most of the signals and power levels of the waves serve useful purposes for mankind and other living systems. Unfortunately, there also has been an increase in the power levels and numbers of signals which produce significant interference to the lawful and needed communications and navigational systems and the electronic products upon which our civilization has become so dependent.

Many of the electronic products, such as computers and medical instrumentation systems, are extremely sensitive devices; yet compared to the delicate complex electric and chemical systems in human and animal brain and cardiac systems, these electronic products are relatively unresponsive. Electronic components of the central nervous system govern many behavioralistic patterns in living systems.

Magnetic Pacer

Environmental electromagnetic pollution countermeasure © 2/11/80 Bill Bise

Figure 1 Schematic diagram

Current drain .38 mA 09Hz
1/8” Mini jack for charger plug

Gaussian noise to 600MHz
connect to case cover
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THE ELF POLLUTION'S BIOLOGICAL EFFECT

The combination of high intensity ELF (Extreme Low Frequency) magnetic signals from both the U.S. and U.S.S.R. reported by the Planetary Association for Clean Energy over the last few issues of their "Newsletter", may be significant enough to produce effects on humans as well as other living systems. Such effects, when they exist, would not normally be perceived by the individuals affected because the electrical activity of the central nervous system would be altered. Since human perception is a direct result of the chemical and electrical activity of the brain, one would not...
normally be able to determine whether perception has been altered.

Special biological instrumentation systems can detect alterations of biological electrical activities, however, and thus provide a means by which one may monitor alterations in behavior patterns not otherwise observable. A simultaneous comparison of biological signals with external magnetic and electric signals in the environment has shown that human electroencephalograms will occasionally lock on to some of these external signals, or otherwise show external modifications. Robert Beck and Andrija Puharich noted such correlations in the ELF range in 1977. William Bise found similar patterns in a research study with microwave frequencies in 1975 and verified the finding in the ELF range in 1978-79.

THE LUDWIG "VITASETTE"

Considerations of the implications of the above noted information led to the development of the magnetic pacer which is currently under test. Some earlier scientific studies have been conducted, notably by H.W. Ludwig of the Federal Republic of Germany, into the feasibility of developing devices pulsed within the ELF range which reportedly were beneficial for some people (especially that country's diplomatic community), and sold under the trade name.

The purpose of the Pacer unit is to reintroduce a natural field into a localized area of about 1 meter radius. A 7.8 Hertz frequency lies near the base of the range of natural frequencies known as the Schuman earth-ionosphere resonances. This 7.8 Hertz frequency has appeared to be able to pace the human heartbeat and affect the brain wave patterns of some people; it may be useful for inducing relaxed or sleep states. The higher frequencies may be useful in enhancing alert states in some persons. A pulsed south polar field has been seen to more easily affect males while a north polar field has been seen to more easily affect females. Placing a pacer next to the left chest, pulsing at 7.8 Hertz has shown that the heart will respond in some persons when at rest sitting quietly.

Studies have shown that specific low level electric and magnetic field frequencies have profound effects on almost all biological systems on this planet. Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that alterations of natural fields may produce alterations in biological system response; thus a method of reintroducing approximate natural field conditions may be able to produce what was once a natural biological system response. It should be clearly understood that this magnetic pacer is an experimental unit and that no claims whatsoever are made regarding specific effects which may, or may not, occur to individual experimenters. Wm. Bise.

A special text including parts list, notes and construction details of the Magnetic Pacer is available from the Planetary Association for Clean Energy, Inc., 100 Bronson Ave., Suite 1001, Ottawa, Ont. K1R 6G8, Canada (613) 236-6265, suggested donation $2.50. Subscription/membership to the "Newsletter" is $20 a year.
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DEATH RUMORS ARE NOT ALL THEY SEEM

"I note with interest that Lee White of Nelson, New Zealand mentions the 'death of Stan Deyo' here in Australia. A lot of us here have been early pushers of Jesus' tapes and later on sold many copies of his first book. We feel that his death may not be all it seems. There is some doubt on the genuiness of the statement, with an opinion that he has once again 'gone underground' as things got too hot for him to handle. At any rate, whatever the truth is, it will give good publicity to his 2nd book even if he reappears when the pressure is taken off his personal life. You can put this in your magazine if you think it is advisable."

Graydon Harrington Rixon, Editor, Vibetrics
192 Hawkesbury Road, Springwood, NSW 2777
Australia, phone 047-54-1413

After reading Rixon's informative letter I got out the old Tarot deck and laid out a five-card spread with the question in mind: "Is Stan Deyo, author of 'The Cosmic Conspiracy', still physically alive?" The answer was a definite "Yes."

Rixon also enclosed a publicity sheet on his "Joy of Living", 3rd Mind, Body and Healing Festival, to be held in Morspeth, New South Wales in December 1980 (their summer down there). This is a 2½ hour drive from Sydney, in a 90-acre conference center. Rixon expects "in excess of 5000 people" to attend the week-long convention, Dec. 8-17. We wish them all success.

"THAT MUCH MONEY CAN BUY ANYTHING AND ANYBODY"

"Enclosed herewith is my subscription renewal fee for the Journal. Wish you'd give Rokafela (internationalized version of his name) part of the credit instead of only OPEC-Wall St. Looks to me as if Rokafela and his Trilateralists are at the bottom of the whole mess. Now Reagan has taken on Bush who is a Trilateralist; so guess even if JCII (Jesus Christ II) Carter loses, Rokafela still has control one way or another. The Devil certainly looks after his own!! The Republicans have as many members as the Democrats, practically all Trilateralists, Brock, everybody. I guess that much money can buy anything and anybody. Rokafela must have taken 20 billion out of Iran alone.

"As I see it, all the trouble started when the Federal Reserve (a European-style Central Bank) was established and they saddled the country with the un-constitutional income tax. The Fed is a private corporation with private stockholders, but even a letter to my senator gets nowhere trying to find out who the stockholders are! Wouldn't be surprised to find out it was Rokafela who owned most of the stock! Sometimes it occurs to me he is the Beast referred to in Revelations but that's just an emotional reaction because the term Beast signifies a major force in country or empire. As a child in church class I used to puzzle over the Biblical
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statement that 'Israel would be a thorn in the side of the nations'. Israel as a nation did not exist then but look at it now! Well, maybe I'll live to see more Revelations come to pass.'

C.B.C., Madeira Beach, Florida

The revelations of Revelations are coming to pass, all right, and Israel is a thorn in the side of the Arab nations because it is a modern nation with representative government, social services, dependable utilities and educated women who have the vote! All this is anathema to Arab dictators who hold power with the sub-machine gun. And the Israelis added insult to injury by electing a woman, Golda Meir, to run the country! Another prime minister, Rabin, voluntarily stepped down because his wife violated some minor Israeli law. What a horrible example to set for the oppressed Arab people, who can only get rid of a corrupt ruler by killing him.

It is true that physical plane agents of the Beast, such as David Rockefeller, play both sides of the political street; but at least we can throw one corrupt gang out every eight years and give some new political hacks a chance to divide the loot. And if things threaten to get too far out of hand the Occult Hierarchy can bring in a Tulku to alter the course of history in the right direction. There is a hint of that in your giving the nickname "Jesus Christ II" to Jimmy Carter, the possibility that Rosalind may be entertaining a stranger in the White House?

WHO IS THE ROBOTOID IN WASHINGTON?

"The subject of clones and drones in your July-August 1979 Journal was fascinating but nothing was said about Dr. Peter Beter's 'robotoids' who are presumed to have taken over the control of Capitol Hill. It would seem that a vast amount of pertinent information is being withheld from the public and we no longer have representative government. You have, of course, heard the tapes in which Beter states that Robotoids, complete replicas of the personalities copied, can be manufactured in a very short time and made to last for possibly as long as a few months before replacement is necessary. The brain is impregnated and duplicated with the same memory pattern but can be easily manipulated by a control center outside of the duplicate. As fantastic as this may seem, if factual, a good psychic should soon be able to determine if this so-called entity has a soul vibrating on its own. If a hoax, Peter Beter should be run out of the country and the thousands of his frightened subscribers so notified."

Lehmann Hisey, Sedona, Arizona

No, I haven't heard the Beter tapes nor do I care to listen to his Fascist propaganda. If there are any Robotoids in Washington, why not start with Dr. Peter Beter? He serves the Zodiacal Mafia very well; and of course he won't be run out of the country because he is too valuable to MIRO, in keeping thousands of people frightened -- and thus entombed in this maximum security planet.
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of the solar system. The 'robotoid' idea was put out by BSRA almost from the beginning in 1946! We learned from the Inner Circle and other UFO contact sources that Guardian adepts from other planets use temporarily materialized forms to carry out their missions. In some cases the form may be a mock-up of a here-living human being. The Godfathers of the Zodiacal Mafia have the same powers, used for evil purposes; but this is the only aspect of this mind-over-matter ability that you'll get from Peter Beter, sinister, sub-human robotoids taking over our government. That's why I call his output propaganda, only part of the truth is revealed, and that for sinister purposes.

VIRTUAL STATE ENGINEERS

Tom Bearden uses the term "tulpoid" for such temporary, or semi-permanent mental creations, and calls the adept creators of such forms Virtual State Engineers -- a term which is sure to become popular among astro-physicists and occult scientists in the years ahead. Bearden's magnificent opus, "The Excalibur Briefing" is finally in print and available, after many trials and tribulations. You can buy a copy direct from him for $9.95 (includes postage and packing) or $10.50 foreign. His address is 1902 Willis Road S.E., Huntsville, Alabama 35801.

We like the Tibetan term "tulku" and discuss it at length in our Cabala lesson series, No. 24-H: "Tulkus, A Tibetan Initiation", which reveals the technique of self-conscious reincarnation practiced by some of the Lamas. $2.75 postpaid.

MORE INFORMATION WANTED ON PETER BETER

"Your name and organization were mentioned in Richard Toronto's recent 'Shavertron' Newsletter. Enclosed is $2.00 for a back issue of your Journal (now $2.50) for the July-August 1979 number with the 'Clones of Enki' article. Do you know of Dr. Peter Beter who puts out a monthly tape message on current events? In case you do not, I'm enclosing part of an article about him and his claim that our President, Jimmy Carter, is a Robotoid, and explaining the new technique for doing it. Would you give me your thoughts on his scientific investigations?"

G.W., Lehighton, Pennsylvania

Beter is no scientist, but he is an excellent medium for the same Forces that overshadowed Goebbels in the 1930s, the propaganda minister for Hitler, and the goal is the same, to get the people so frightened of the Communist menace that they will welcome with open arms any right-wing dictator who promises them he can save them from Ivan the Terrible. Former President Nixon made good use of this propaganda line in his political campaigns. A key indication of the source of such slightly perfumed b---s--- is the underworld connections of his campaign manager, Murray Chotiner. When Nixon began his political career here in Cal-
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California Chotiner was lawyer for the Mob; and, according to columnist Drew Pearson, by the time he had helped Nixon make it to the Vice-Presidency in 1952, Chotiner had represented the Mafia in over 200 court cases. By keeping the people's attention focussed on the devil of Communism abroad, they overlook or ignore the devil of Fascism here at home. Here's a quote from Dr. Beter's tape message No. 47, sent to us for evaluation.

THE NEW TECHNIQUE OF "ULTRASONIC CEREBRAL HOLOGRAMS"

"Last month I revealed that the Russians can manufacture organic robotoids, which are almost exact carbon copies of real human beings. This is done by a process that simulates the genetic coding of the person to be copied. It sounds a little like cloning, but it's not. A clone of a human would itself be human, but an organic robotoid is NOT human. It's an artificial life form, like an animal in some ways but like a computerized machine in others. Every Russian robotoid has what is called a 'holographic brain'. This brain duplicates essentially the entire memory of a person being copied. The key to doing this is a new technique called 'an ultrasonic cerebral hologram'.

"Using high-frequency sound waves, which are inaudible, a complete three-dimensional picture is made of a person's brain. This is a painless, non-destructive process, and under the proper conditions it can be done without the person even being aware of it. . . When an organic robotoid is made to simulate, for example, our late President Jimmy Carter, two major factors are involved."

This is an old Black Magick technique well known to the false Christ, Looeamong, and his astral plane henchmen, a perversion of the White Magick principle stated so clearly in the Bible: "When thou prayest, pray as though thou already hast that for which you pray." So, if the Black Magician wants somebody dead, he talks and acts as though that person already is dead, even to staging an elaborate funeral complete with buried coffin containing a "witness" of the intended victim.

"One factor is the genetic coding required to simulate Carter's appearance, voice, fingerprints, and so on. The other is a holographic image of Carter's brain at the moment the hologram is made. Therefore it contains all the memory and knowledge Carter had up to that moment. . . As a result, a Carter robotoid will automatically do certain kinds of things without the need for specific programming. For example, a Carter robotoid will seem to recognize old friends (so will a Peter Beter robotoid, or a Richard Helms robotoid!) That's because the computer memory of the robotoid reproduces Carter's memory of the friend. The holographic process puts it there automatically without the Russian programmers even having to know it's there.

"Robotoids (like Peter Beter) can be programmed for self-
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preservation, but they are equally willing (if 'willing' is the word) to perform suicide missions, exploratory one-way missions into space. I've only one example of this: if a space mission looks too dangerous to risk the life of an experienced cosmonaut, a robotoid can now be used. The robotoid copy of the cosmonaut is already trained the moment it is made, thanks to its holographic memory.

"Organize robotoids look and act so much like human beings that it's hard for us to get used to the idea that they are not human; but the Russians decided several months ago that the stakes are too high not to employ them, and so the silent Russian invasion of America by robotoids is now well under way."

But you only have Peter Beter's word for it. There are no substantiating quotes from any other reliable source to confirm this wild tale; nor is there any indication of where the Russian robotoids are manufactured nor how they are gotten into and out of Washington. Even if it is true, what's new? Robotoid and Android creatures have been seen operating out of and on Flying Saucers since the earliest sightings. The propaganda aspect of the item is that the implication is that the Russians are the only ones who have or can make robotoids.

A ROBOTOID OR TULPOID, TIBETAN STYLE

If you are interested in this aspect of occult science -- or want to be come a Virtual State Engineer, you would do well to read -- no, study! -- Chapter III of Madame Alexandra David-Neel's book, "Magic and Mystery in Tibet", and the related data on Mind- over-Matter techniques. One item will suffice, at the bottom of page 121: "Men, also, may co-exist with their magic progeny. King Srong bstan gampo and the warrior chieftain Gesar of Ling are illustrations of this. In our own days it is said that when he fled from Shigatze, the Tashi Lama left, in his stead, a phantom perfectly resembling him who played his part so thoroughly and naturally that everyone who saw him was deceived. When the lama was safe beyond the border, the phantom vanished.

"The three men here mentioned are themselves Tulkus, but according to lamaists, that circumstance does not preclude the further creation of emanations. These spring from one another and there exist denominations for emanations of the second or third degree..."

"IT TAKES ONE TO KNOW ONE!"

Beter's paranoid output has found an enthusiastic endorser in the Cosmic Awareness Communications, PO Box 115, Olympia, Washington 98507. This outfit puts out a "Robotoid Watch" and claims that all the Carters have been replaced by Russian robotoids, also Senator Teddy Kennedy and other prominent Washington figures. How ridiculous can you get? Your editor has a built in suspicion of any psychic communicator who hides his or her inflated ego behind
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the facade of some grandiose, pseudo-impressive title such as 'Cosmic Awareness'; and now my suspicions are confirmed with this wholesale endorsement of Beter and his robotoid fantasies. Never-
the less, as in all propaganda, there must be a shred of truth for it to be effective. So in one paragraph of "Robotoid Watch" there is a hint of a personality change which may be significant:

"Jogging however, could be dangerous to the health of a robotoid. According to Dr. Beter on his latest Audio Letter (No. 50), the Russians decided that they would eliminate Carter once and for all (maybe because he required so many robotoids), and programmed him in that well-publicized race, to run until he collapsed and died of a heart attack."

That was in August 1979, when the President did participate in a cross-country race in which he exhausted himself, partially collapsed, and had to be helped off the course by accompanying Secret Service agents. Was there a complete change of personalities at that time? With the original Carter actually giving up the body, to be taken over for good by another entity? This is one form of Tulku discussed at length in our Cabala lesson on body-ownership. Orthodox Christians are familiar with the idea of the Christ taking over the body of the young initiate Jesus for the three years of the Ministry there in Palestine. D.K. speaks of such "overshadowings" of Dedicands and Initiates by Adept in "The Treatise on Cosmic Fire", and we Associates are familiar with members of the Inner Circle only because they could and did take over Mark Probert's body for over 20 years of teaching and discussion of any and every subject we could think of. Your editor's first "instruction" on the subject occurred 40 years ago.

WOMEN'S LIB, MEXICO CITY, 1940

"This experience occurred while we were on an extended vacation trip to Mexico City in 1940. Sanborn's was the accepted place to go there for Yankee cooking and products but we also were delighted to discover an ice cream shop that served malts, sundaes and sodas Yankee style. And most unusual for Mexico City at that time, the proprietor was an attractive, unmarried woman in her 30s. Single, upper class Mexican women just didn't start businesses on their own, not in those days at least. But then we learned, in talking to the gal, that she wasn't really Mexican -- which helped to account for her excellent English. She was a Tulku! And she knew it! Her Teachers had given her the opportunity to take over the body of this dying Mexican girl several years earlier. Her mission was to show Mexican women the way to independence. She
to set up this little shop in downtown Mexico City, for all to see. Young Mexicans of both sexes were patronizing the place.

"Of course the sudden change in the character of their daughter was a great shock to her 'parents', but what could they do? As far as the State was concerned this body was still their daughter; so they reluctantly went along with her radical ideas about Women's Lib.

"Tulku or Avesa was a radical idea to us then, too, but we had read some examples of the Doctrine of Consciousness Transfer- ence in the extensive occult literature of the Theosophical Society at the Lodge library in Minneapolis, Minnesota; so we had been mentally pre-conditioned to accept the shop owner's story." (from BSRF No. 24-H, "Tulkus, A Tibetan Initiation", 54 pages, $2.75)

ARIAMAS AVANTARII, VIRTUAL STATE ENGINEER, SOLAR LEVEL

April 13, 1980 members of the "Rainbow Ray Focus" group in Sedona, Arizona were discussing the disturbing "robotoid president" claims on the Beter tapes, and wondering if it was true, when one of their number fell into a trance and channeled this message:

"It is well you are centered in this Vortex Center this morning and I am spokesman for the Solar Council. I am Ariamas Avantarii, in Space beyond your comprehension. I -- we -- have a message of great importance this day, and it concerns all Earth people on your planet; and it also affects all planets.

"Would you believe that what happens on this beloved Earth affects all planets? Would you believe in the various galaxies that nothing can happen to one planet that does not affect all? Since all is ONE, and you all have been indoctrinated with the ONE -- Oneness -- there is only ONE.

"Now we, of the Solar Council at a recent meeting, discussed plans for evacuation. The time has come to discuss it -- to bring it out into the open. We, you, can no longer hide behind it or from it. Things have come to a pass that can no longer be tolerated by Us, your BROTHERS who are watching every move of your governments of the world -- not only the U.S. government, but the governments of the world; and we find the President is not the President? Then who is he? Are you not being made aware of 'walk-ins'?

"All right, then, who was it that 'walked in' this frame, typical of President Carter? Who? Would you be surprised to learn that it was a BROTHER who is not going to be led around by the nose, by those who formerly had led around the Carter? (An oblique reference to David Rockefeller and his Trilateral Commission? RHC) Now, it may not seem this way to you as you watch the current news. It may not seem like that.

"But, beloved ones, would we in charge of all the happenings,
would We allow one of the Dark Forces to enter the body of the President of the United States? WE LOVE AMERICA! We work with America. We work with all countries. However, America is the LEADER and shall continue to lead! and be not disturbed by what seems to be happening; for should things come to such a pass as seems very close now -- our Crafts are ready. Our Crafts are ready! And there shall not be a total destruction. There shall not be that which has been predicted. No! There shall not be that.

"I shall not go into it any deeper this day -- merely to make you aware of it. Oh, watch your news media, and radiate, radiate, radiate LIGHT to this beloved AMERICA. Hold Her! Hold Her! Hold Her in the LIGHT. I am Ariamas Avantarii talking. I shall leave now."

SANANDA, VIRTUAL STATE ENGINEER, PLANETARY LEVEL

"Beloved children of My family, I come to you this morning to plead with you to send more LIGHT and LOVE to the Elemental Kingdom and to the Space Brothers. They are all working overtime for every one of you. I, like Ariamas Avantarii, know that the great Space Craft are waiting patiently to help, and ready to pick up those who are to work with the Love of Mighty God. The others shall be taken care of according to their place, according to what they want to know, and those who refuse shall receive care and be given time to come into this ONENESS of Light and Love that are necessary for our Celestial Heavens to be in harmony with you children. All is ONE. There is only ONE."

The editor of the "Rainbow Ray Focus" reminds his readers of the utilization and decree rituals suggested by Sananda for daily use by men and women of good will. This is the simplest and most direct way of counteracting the tides of selfishness and evil which threaten to engulf the planet this Christmas:

"Visualize a high wall of steely, white Light around the borders of the United States of America. You may start with the West Coast and Canadian border. Visualize the wall of Light across the Canadian border to the East coast, then down the East coast and around Florida and the Gulf on to Mexico, then along the Texas border, New Mexico, Arizona and California, then along the West Coast to the Canadian boundary.

"Then visualize a high wall of Blue Light around the Wall of White Light, across the Canada-USA border through Maine, and down the East coast and along the Florida coastline and Gulf States, and then along the Texas-Mexico border and westward to the Pacific ocean, and on up the West coast to Canada.

"Then visualize White Light covering the entire U.S.A., within the walls of Blue Light, covering all the land, buildings, people -- everything within the borders of this country. And al-
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ways qualify all this Light with Protection.

IS THE EARTH WORTH SAVING THIS CHRISTMAS?

"Then to the Space Brothers, who are doing all possible for our world and its affairs: Send Them a radiation of Light (28 times), Love (28X), Joy (28X), Peace (28X), Perfection (28X), Faith (28X), Freedom (28X), Encouragement (28X), Victory (28X), and whatever other Attributes you feel led to send Them. They can multiply your Light so many, many times, and place It where it will do the most good. And They are so grateful for this service from all of us. Please remember, every day!

"Please remember the Elementals too -- so much in need of Light! You may have your own decrees; however, we give you what Beloved Eolia has requested of us. And when we have finished with these decrees, the Elementals come into our Focus and just dance with Joy and Thanks.

I Am integrating the Vegetable Elementals with the I Am that I Am.
I Am integrating the Mineral Elementals with the I Am that I Am.
I Am integrating the Human Elementals that have gone astray, into the I Am that I Am.
I Am integrating the Animal Elementals into the I Am that I Am.

"GRATITUDE TO THE ELEMENTALS"

"Fire-Flame-Light-Love (4 times), Ruby and Christos (4X), Helios and Vesta (4X), Hercules and Amazon (4X), Archangel Michael and Faith (4X), the God Pan (4X).

"Devas, Angels and Elementals, we thank you for all your manners and means of protecting us.
"We thank the Gnomes for protecting us from Earthquakes, and for providing us with all things of Earth.
"We thank the Sylphs for protecting us from storms and for providing us with all things of Air.
"We thank the Undines for protecting us from floods and for providing us with all things of Water.
"We thank the Salamanders for protecting us from Fire and for providing us with all things of Fire.
"In appreciation of the Elementals, we nourish them with: Father-Mother Fire-Flame-Light in Action."

From the Open Letter of the "Rainbow Ray Focus", Carman Van Polen, Drawer 1188, Sedona, Arizona 86336

WHAT ON EARTH CAN WE ORDINARY INDIVIDUALS DO?

"I'm sending in my sub. now. One time and another I have been quite taken up with the messages from Ashtar. In one publication I observed that we are told not to try to contact them as they will seek us out and make the contact first. This, I take it to mean that if you are favoured with an approach you will be expected to assist them in some practical way. Just
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what on earth we as ordinary individuals can do in the parlous military and economic situation I do not know. Even so, I would still like to meet up with these people. It could be that in our own limited sphere we can do something to mitigate these problems that surround us. Meanwhile, more power to your elbow."

J.B., Leeton, N.S.W. Australia

Ordinary individuals like us can spend a couple of hours a day pouring out love and Light to help counteract the flood of hate, greed, selfishness, bigotry, prejudice and other assorted evils coming from the hearts and minds of the unawakened. If you can't originate your own mantra, use the material given by Sananda and Eolia to the Rainbow Ray Focus group in Sedona. Australia, too, needs protection from Armageddon. The war between Sun and Moon forces for control of the planet rages above Australia, too, and in the Cavern world beneath your feet. The Elementals of Australia, too, would like some loving appreciation and recognition for the work they do for mankind on your continent. Any unselfish service you give along this line will be returned to you a hundred-fold, and every day will be Christmas. After all, the life you save and the planet you save are yours!

BORDERLAND RESEARCHERS WANTED

"I was elected the new president of the Psychotronic Association at the last conference. Next year's conference, 1981, also at Dayton, Ohio needs researchers; and I am hoping that you and your Journal can interest people who are discovering new technology to contact me. I need lecturers and researchers in all areas of paraphysics, metaphysics, etc. The membership of our organization has grown into the largest U.S. organization in the field, but avidly welcomes new people and ideas."

J.G. Gallimore, U.S. Psychotronics Association, 5627 E. Julian, #16, Indianapolis, Indiana 46219

A BORDERLAND RESEARCHER REPORTS

"A report on the use of Eeman Screens and the Vitic Device. Age spread, 76 years to 2½ years, 2 male and 2 female. Three of the four were experiencing 'onset of flu' symptoms. The 76 year old male and 2½ year old female went from the Screens to the Vitic Device with no problems and reported a change for the better. Both were given stress level doses of Vitamins A, D, E, C, B comp. and zinc for three days along with the magnetic treatments. Neither developed the flu. The 76 year old male, by the way, was putting in 16 hours a day. The other female (38 years) could not tolerate the Eeman Screens for even a minute! Demagnetization and reversal of Screen polarity did
not help. She was tested via the Kinesthetic mode and the flow pattern was found to be reversed. Corrective adjustments were performed. This time the Screens were not only tolerated but an extension of time was requested by the subject. Then the Vitic device and vitamin results were positive. This woman has a set of 20-month old twin boys.

"Be sure to never use the Vitic device prior to going to bed, unless you like to toss and turn, or wish to experiment with energy transmutation prior to sleeping. Yours truly has been using them to help work thru a second job, which it seems is needed these days just to be able to continue to eat! But it should be noted that days off under these conditions were used for complete rest. Don't abuse the Temple!"

V.A.L., North Miami, Florida

BSRF No. 11, MAGNETIC VITALITY or VITIC, illustrated. . . . $2.75
BSRF No. 26, EEMAN SCREENS, The Balancing Circuits . . . . $2.75

CARBURETOR CLUB NEWS, Vol. 1, No. 2

"On April 23, 1980 the Carburetor Club of America sponsored a 100-mile-per-gallon Seminar in San Gabriel, California. At the break in the meeting we all went outside for the actual demonstration of 'vapor' running a Ford V-8 engine mounted on a test stand. At that time I was served with a letter from the District Attorney of Los Angeles County. It was signed by a Richard P. Kalustian, Head Deputy, Consumer and Environmental Protection Division. He demanded that I come to his office April 28th or he would secure an injunction against me for 'false advertising'. I was leaving for Greece on the 3rd of May, so I phoned him to get the appointment date extended until I cam back. He allowed me three days after I returned May 29th. I again called to delay the meeting until June 10th. At that time he advised me that he would not accept affidavits from 15 or more people who alleged they were getting 100 mpg.

"I told him I would install a metering system on my truck and take him for a ride, to prove the mileage. He stated: 'That would only prove that it worked on your car. The only proof I will accept is by our scientists in a laboratory.' When we went in to see him June 10th our meeting lasted only about 15 minutes. Our attorney and I turned on our tape recorders when we were seated.
at the table with Lem Ward and Gordon Startup.

"When Mr. Kalustian saw the tape recorders he said in a low voice: 'Turn those recorders off! (three times) I'm here to ask questions, not to answer them!' At that point, John Matonis, our attorney, stood up and looked him straight in the eye and dared the State of California, Governor Brown and the District Attorney's office to 'stop us' from sponsoring and putting on 100-Mile-per-Gallon seminars. WE DO NOT INTEND TO STOP! Is 100 miles per gallon of gasoline possible? The major oil companies say no! Our own state government says no! Why then has our federal government issued over 1,000 patents on Vapor Carburetors, are we being held back?"

Derald "Mor" Miles, Carburetor Club of America
PO Box 304, Whittier, Cal. 90608, (213) 698-1479

Club members are learning the cold gasoline-to-vapor trick by converting their power lawnmowers first. For plans send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to the above address.

"ABRAMS' METHODS OF DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT" - By Sir Francis Barr. Definitive discussion and analysis of the Electronic Reactions of Dr. Abrams, now called Radionics, also explanation and schematic of the Abrams Oscilloclast for treatment. Published in London in 1922, 122 pages, illustrated. ............... $5.50

Happy Holidays

The JOURNAL of Borderland Research

A Publication of:
Borderland Sciences Research Foundation
PO Box 549, Vista, California USA 92083